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Timothy K. Perttula

With considerable help and assistance along the way, the Friends of Northeast Texas Archaeology have been able to successfully publish over the last five years (1993-1997) a journal of archaeological research concerning the prehistory and history of Northeast Texas. During 1993, the publication was entitled Notes on Northeast Texas Archaeology, as our intention was simply to publish an occasional journal of papers and book reviews. When it became apparent (in part through the efforts of the East Texas Archeological Conference, which also began in 1993) that there were many worthy papers on Northeast Texas archaeology that warranted publication, the title of our publication was changed to the Journal of Northeast Texas Archaeology. The journal has been issued twice a year by the Friends of Northeast Texas Archaeology.

For those interested in the archaeology of Northeast Texas, this paper provides an index of articles, panel discussions, book reviews, and East Texas Archeological Conference abstracts published in the first 10 volumes of our journal.

Abbreviations used in the Index

NNTA= Notes on Northeast Texas Archaeology
JNTA= Journal of Northeast Texas Archaeology
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